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PETER EHWALD DOUBLE TROUBLE

PETER EHWALD
saxophones

ROBERT LANDFERMANN
double bass

ANDREAS LANG
double bass

JONAS BURGWINKEL
drums

“Saxophone, drums no piano, no guitar, instead, two basses. Peter Ehwald redefines quartet jazz,
he puts the jazz quartet on double the base and renounces the link of harmony between foundation
and solo. A gamble? For sure. But the Berlin saxophonist and composer fills the spaces with melodic
creativity and a taste for finely balanced arrangements.”

- Rolf Döring, jazz journalist

Two double basses build the underlying beat for the compositions of Berlin saxophonist Peter Ehwald.
His clear compositional ideas come ever paired with unbridled playfulness and spontaneity.
How the two bassists orbit his playing is spectacular...

‘I want to act out something wild and create beautiful sounds at the same tim; warm, contrapuntual,
free indeed and liberated, yet still thoroughly composed,’ says Ehwald about his search for what is supposed
to contrast with the mainstream. He often takes it from constellations, going with a basic idea and nurturing
it. One can also witness this in long-lasting quartet, Paragon, featuring UK drummer Jon Scott, and pianist
Arthur Lea.

With Robert Landfermann and Jonas Burgwinkel (both to be heard and admired recently with Pablo Held on
‘The Trio Meets John Scofield’), as well as the wild Berlin-based Dane, Andreas Lang, he created such a
group.

After the first studio album 2013, Double Trouble have tested the frontiers of their music in many concerts.
Consequently the second release documents Double Trouble Live. Andreas Lang contributes earthiness,
Robert Landfermann produces improvisational techniques from far beyond the jazz idiom: they are
two poles ideally complementing each other, enriching the enormous live impact of Double Trouble.
Jonas Burgwinkel’s drumming is imaginative, unpredictable and energetic. These threes musical partners
and kindred spirits provide the ideal context for Peter Ehwald’s diversified, emotional and virtuosic play
on the saxophone. In his own words: ‘I was looking for a combination of instruments and players
with whom I can explore an ever-changing mixture of song-like structures,
chamber music and free formal improvisation.’
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